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Miniature Models 

Equal Big Fun 

Do you like to build things ? Maybe you started building with blocks 
when you were younger . Perhaps you made tall towers and other types 
of buildings . Maybe you have used building bricks to make cars and 
airplanes . 

If you enjoy building things , you may be interested in building 
miniature models . These are smaller versions of real objects . Models 
can be made for buildings , vehicles , airplanes , and trains . Models of 
landscapes can be made to show a favorite place . Some people make 
models of entire cities and towns , too . The possibilities are endless when it 
comes to the available choices of miniature models . 

Building models requires many different types of skills . You might 
paint a model . You might need to sew fabric for parts of the model . Some 
models have working lights , so you might even have to wire lights to 
batteries . 

Building miniature models , also called scale models , is a fun project for 
people who like to work with their hands and build things . But , building 
models is not only for people looking for a fun activity . Models are also 
used to create many of the things you see in the world around you . 
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Model maker Sylvia Menelao 
competes in a model-

building contest in Germany . 
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